Worksheet 12. *This, that, these and those*

Complete the sentences in the dialogues. Write *this, that, that’s, these, or those* in the blank space.

1.

![Image of luggage]

Bob: Is **this** your suitcase? The one right here? The red one?

Anna: No, my suitcase isn’t red.

Bob: Oh. Well, what about **that** suitcase? The one on the other side. The green one.

Anna: No, **those** not my suitcase.

Bob: Where is your suitcase?

Anna: Oh, it’s over there. **This** my suitcase, next to the wall. The black one.

2.

![Image of shoes]

Dick: Are **these** your shoes?

Helen: No, my shoes are black. **Those** shoes right here are brown.

Dick: What about **those** shoes? Over there, under the table?

Helen: Oh, yes. **These** are my shoes.